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Appreciations

The CMS Class of 2007 appreciate the work of the departments of ART, MUSIC, and PHYSICAL EDUCATION for the many skillz we’ve acquired in our three years at the middle school. We will carry these new talents with us throughout the years to come!
Mr. Haas

After majoring in English at Kent State University, Mr. Haas knew that he wanted to be a teacher. Ten years ago, he came to the Concord Middle School to teach sixth grade English. Everyone at CMS likes Mr. Haas, and enjoys his company. His wild style reflects his unique personality. When he enters the Peabody building, students and staff alike find it hard not to smile when they see him.

Mr. Haas has four children of his own, two boys and two girls, who love being with him at home. Currently, Mr. Haas teaches DLA, and also has the responsibility of Head Teacher at Peabody. Because of his gentle way with students, kids are always very comfortable coming to talk to him, or just stopping by to say “hello.” For all these reasons, we dedicate this yearbook to him.

Mrs. Aldrich

An outstanding teacher here at CMS, Mrs. Aldrich has worked with the students of Concord for 19 years. Always talked about as one of everyone’s overall favorite teachers, she has taught both FACS and Health. In FACS, she teaches students how to cook, sew, and other very important life skills.

Mrs. Aldrich - students love your class because of the fun activities, and, of course, the food. However, what we really love about your class is that YOU teach it, and make it better. She is a great help during the House Huddles, Student Leadership, and the CMS talent shows. The fact that Mrs. Aldrich teaches FACS at both buildings, allows every student here to take her class.

Thank you so much for teaching here. You’ve helped to make our middle school experience a “faaaaaabulous” one! It is with great pleasure that we dedicate this yearbook to her.
Candids Around the Middle School
6th, 7th, and 8th Grades
WARM

We welcome you here to our school.
You have made this school year very cool!

We are glad that you have joined our crew,
And we got to see a lot of you!

You help make this school really rate,
And for that, it's you we think are great!

WELCOMES
Dr. Miller came to Concord thirty-four years ago. She began working as a School Psychologist for K-12 in an isolated building apart from the schools. Seven years ago, the town decided to bring her to Peabody and Sanborn. She has made many friends over the years, and will be sad to leave. After this year, she will continue as the President of the Massachusetts School Psychologist Association. She'll be sure to stay busy, but she doesn't want to make too many plans. Dr. Miller's hard work and devotion has made a significant difference to the Concord schools, and she will be greatly missed.

Mrs. Rosenblum has been a special education teacher at the Peabody building of the Concord Middle School for ten years. During her tenure, she has made a very important difference in the lives of many students. She works hard to help her students experience success and is their best advocate. Mrs. Rosenblum is one of the most organized people around, and keeps track of all sorts of details. She is kind, thoughtful, has a good sense of humor, and possesses a very creative and artistic flair which shows up in almost everything she does. Mrs. Rosenblum is a true professional who will be sorely missed by middle school staff and students.

Mrs. Clutter has been a Librarian at CMS for twenty-one years. Her favorite subject in school was always English, and she majored in English and Literature in college. Above everything else, she will miss the students at CMS. Mrs. Clutter always enjoyed chaperoning the Washington trip, and loves to sit down to read a good mystery book. She has 3 sons out of college, and 2 grandchildren who she loves spending time with. Middle school students are her favorite age group to teach. Who can forget the bookmarks and prizes during National Book Week, lessons on research, or interesting book talks? What will we do without you, Mrs. Clutter? We'll miss you!
CONCORD MIDDLE SCHOOL STAFF
CLASS OF 2013

Ms. Regis Sanborn

Ms. Moss Peabody
HOT
Johnny Depp
Lunch Groups
Flats
Cellphones
Saturday Night Live (the TV show and the dance)
iPod (you be)
Fridays
WASHINGTON!!!
Musicals
Movies
Skinny Jeans
Wicked!
Leggings
21 (Basketball Game)

NOT
Floor Hockey Goggles... can anyone see through them?
Homework (or any work for that matter)
Failure
Mondays
Braces:

the judge)

Dentist (or anything that has to do with someone checking your teeth)

School lunches......
..does anyone know whats in them?

Midyears (or anything that has to do with school or math)
Pick-Up Lines

* I hope you know CPR, because you take my breath away! *

* If I could rearrange the alphabet, I’d put U and I together *

* If I had a rose for every time I thought of you, I would be walking through my garden forever *

* It’s not my fault I fell in love... you’re the one who tripped me! *

* Do you believe in love at first sight? Or should I walk by again? *

* Did the sun just come out, or did you just smile at me? *

* Are you a parking ticket? (Huh?) ‘Cause you’ve got FINE written all over you *

* Do you want to see the most beautiful girl in the world? Go look in the mirror *

* When God made you, he was showing off *

* You’re so beautiful, that you made me forget my pick-up line *

* Be unique, be different... Say yes! *

* Do you have sunscreen on? ‘Cause you’re burnin’ me up! *

* I think I can die happy now, because I just saw a piece of heaven *

* You are 99.999% perfect, but you would be 100% perfect with me *

~ Dr. Love
Sixth Graders
Concord Middle School presents...
TWELFTH NIGHT
OR WHAT YOU WILL
Eighth Grade Polls

Poseidon vs. Titanic
32% 68%

Ralph Lauren vs. Lacoste
64% 36%

Peabody vs. Sanborn
47% 53%

Sorrento’s vs. New London
69% 31%

Looks vs. Personalities
35% 65%

Prada vs. Louis Vuitton
62% 58%

SAL vs. school dances
92% 8%

Blondes vs. Brunettes
42% 65%

Real World vs. The Duel
73% 27%

Abercrombie vs. American Eagle
33% 67%

iPod vs. Zen
94% 8%

Adidas vs. Puma
58% 42%

Seventeen vs. Teen People
48% 54%

Heritage 67%
vs.
Concord Country Club 27%

North Face vs. EMS
74% 26%

Via Romia Water vs. Gatorade
54% 46%
Capy: God vs. Martha's Vineyard 71%
29%
Spongebob vs. Patrick 36%
64%
ICE AGE I vs. ICE AGE II 72%
28%
Pop vs.
Country 81%
19%
Washington vs. Merrowvista 93%
7%
French Lessons vs. Jasmine Sola 34%
66%
Patriots vs. Red Sox 52%
48%
Xbox vs. Playstation 58%
42%
Saks Fifth Avenue vs. Nordstrom 53%
The Body Shop vs. Bath & Body Works 47%
53%
High School Musical vs. Cheetah Girls 58%
42%
ActivBoard vs. Whiteboard 80%
20%
James Bond vs. Indiana Jones 77%
23%
Teacher Quotes

“Ok...alright...”
~MS. SAILOR

“Does everybody understand that? Is that clear?”
~MR. WENSTROM

“Admitting to boredom shows a lack of inner resources.”
~MS. PFAFFENBACH

“GO!”
~MS. SHEA

“Flippity!! Flipperdoodle!!”
~MR. STERN

“See, math is fun!”
~MR. CROWLEY

“Go to class!”
~MS. SCHEID

“All eyes on me. Are all eyes on me? I need all eyes on me!”
~MS. PESKIN

“We are the music makers!”
~MR. SHANCADY

“Oh Baby!!”
~ MS. DOBSON
Carolina Z., Ashley S., and Brandi D. held American Idol tryouts in the cafeteria... The boys soccer team went 13 and 0... Haley C. fell into The Bumper Boat pond at Kimball's... Joe M. put Chad S.'s cell phone in the ceiling... Ryan A. dyed his hair... Katie J. called 911... Josh A.'s pen exploded in Spanish... Rebecca M. tripped over her binders in seventh grade English... "Knuckles"... Samantha B-W sprained her ankle kicking her sister... JB started wearing skinny pants... Rory B. sang about the papaya in Art... Max B. drew on the bathroom stalls... Brett O. was named cutest kid in the world... In Beersy's class, the boys in the back row... Jamie S. got to sit on a pillow in all classes... Nick J. was Hitler... Chris S., Kyle C., Ryan A., Connor S. and Connell K. played hacky sack at lunch... Maisie P. and Briana K. dyed their hair red... Mr. Beer's lunch group... Isaac G. went to our school... Chloe P.'s cell phone rang during science class to "Sexy Back" on the first day of school... Ms. Morran took Tom E.'s cell phone with the picture of a Stripper before MCAS... George C. brought in Coca Cola for everyone... Damante B. fell asleep in Social Studies and Mr. Murphy flicked him... Sarah R. made a Hot Guys webpage in multimedia class... Heather L. always gave Patrick R. half her lunch... Alex G. tallied how many times Ms. Sailor said "okay" and got caught... David L. continuously was caught chewing gum in French class... Ben L. came to school in a blow up sumo wrestler outfit... Mark O. thrust the volleyball pole to the ground after losing 4-way volleyball in gym... Morgan M. forgot her Facing History textbook for 2 months... John S. asked a million questions during the Human Sexuality Unit in Health... Brendan C. watched the OC... Haley C. Hannah R, Jamie P, Heather L, and Kyle B. were known as the cingular bars... Josh A. and Will T. got in a fight... Dominique B. did not eat yogurt unless she had a mirror... Linda A. and Nora B. were obsessed with cows... Patrick B. drew pictures of wrestling moves during class... Brianna R. "said" middle school would be fun... Jen V. was assistant librarian... Jibril C. and Mr. Crowley had a competition to throw the dead white board markers into the trash can... Jack K. was the president of the U.S... Mr. Murphy called Will B. "gross"... Sean D. roleplayed as Cynthia in English class... Brendan M. and Stefan K-S. were wanna-be hacky-sackers... Sophie S. and Justin N.'s math table group played vote off the island... Maddie M. drew a picture of Sara D. in art class... Zach S. would not let anyone take a picture of him for yearbook unless he approved... Margaret H. always sang random songs in Applied Tech... We first came to CMS!
Alison B. and Eli S. were Crutch buddies...Hunter M. had to say, "You're talking about the man I love!" during 12 Angry Men...Grant B. collected pens...Everybody failed the 'Rational Numbers' quiz...Margaret W. had to wear cowboy boots to gym class...Grace N. made really creative t-shirts...We had 5 different English teachers over one year...We had great times in Washington!...Ian L. dyed his hair...Olivia P. and Janet L. laughed really hard at the two health videos...Whitecap was in a feud...Teddy P. drew really funny pictures of everyone...Ed A. knew every answer in Health...The Field Hockey Team Prayer!...Mr. Shattuck said that Ben N.'s project 'looked like crap'...Aidan W. randomly started singing during a standardized test in 7th grade English...Greg W. left for Kuwait (and then came back)...Kristin B. was obsessed with The OC...During science, a beaker exploded and a piece of glass cut Katie V.'s neck...We gave Mr. Stern and other teachers makeovers during Yearbook...Arda K. and Maneh K had really cute matching clothes...James A. said "AmBERcrombie" in 6th grade...Sarah Oh and Alexandra T. would eat breakfast at school in the mornings...Anna K. got tons of detentions for chewing gum in French...Mr. Shancady did a backflip on Maroon and Gold day...James T. had the creepy smile...Oliver was great!...Mr. U danced at the Halloween dance...Chantel S. said "I'm a tell yo momma"...Olivia C. was always really nice...Amelia F. wore those "A Fitch" shirts...Peter G. had the triangle solo during band...Alex Tera-jewicz said "Blindfolded!" really funny during 12 Angry Men...Mr. Stern sang 'Hips Don't Lie' by Shakira...Cam O. yelled during French class because he couldn't hear himself talk...Kyra K. wore really cool clothes...Richard L. ate the live caterpillar for $5...Elana V., Kelly G., and Courtney M. lost their voices when they came to school after a concert...Sadye L.'s friends made personalized shirts for her birthday...Ms. Benoit told Jake A. that he had better find a good eraser after he wrote bad words all over his MCAS booklets...Anna P. wore the funny "Trix are for Kids!" sweatshirt to school...Lindsey B. got "Tempted" stuck in everyone's heads...We had a fantastic three years at Concord Middle School!
2006-2007 CMS SPORTS TEAMS

Girls Field Hockey

Cross Country

Boys Soccer

Girls Soccer

Football

Boys Basketball

Girls Basketball
Two Undefeated Teams

C. M. S.
BOYS BASKETBALL
LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
16-0 2007

C. M. S.
BOYS SOCCER
LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
13-0 2006

CMS 54  Acton  38
CMS 58  Tyngsboro  44
CMS 55  Watertown  47
CMS 61  Clarke  50
CMS 58  Stony Brook  48
CMS 57  Diamond  49
CMS 52  Belmont  28
CMS 38  Acton  37
CMS 66  Mystic Valley  28
CMS 64  Lincoln  52
CMS 53  Acton  50
CMS 68  Watertown  65
CMS 54  Clarke  44
CMS 52  Stony Brook  40
CMS 69  Diamond  67
CMS 69  Belmont  55

CMS 4  Blanchard  1
CMS 4  Hopkinton  2
CMS 1  Acton  0
CMS 5  Diamond  0
CMS 4  Bedford  1
CMS 5  Acton  1
CMS 3  Stony Brook  1
CMS 3  Weston  2
CMS 5  Carlisle  0
CMS 6  Blanchard  2
CMS 4  Bedford  0
CMS 3  Diamond  0
CMS 7  Clarke  0

COACHES WENSTROM AND CELLUCCI.......

CONGRATULATIONS!!!!!!!
Sanborn Prophecies

Mr. Sanborn's Homestudy

Emily Allen: The Heart & Soul Cast
Matthew Andrews: Lilac Lace
Kathleen Allen: Vocal Music Model
Tina Adams: The West Delaware Jitter
James Allen: Lights/Sound for Broadway
Carol Benedict: Fan Collector
Tricia Bogart: Red Sox Rally Announcer
Andrea Romain: Owner of Babies Stables
Alice Scott: CEO of the Art Design Company
High Stomach: Dressmaker/Dyeing Maker
Dave Stomach: Chatty Cathy
Sheila Smith: Rolling Backpack Subsidiary
Sarah Breeden: The O.C. Director
WN Fulfill: 21 Player
Jennifer Conner: Singing Cowboy
Sara Conner: C.I.A. Agent
Dave Conner: World Peace Initiator
Sara Conner: Irish Step Dancer
Claude Conner: The Next Tony Award
Carol Smith: Shenandoah Arlante
Bob Smith: Dragon's Model
Mike Smith: Red Hot & Subsidiary

Mr. Sten's Homestudy

Josh Fulfill: Manchester United Goalie
Dave Fullmer: The Next Jack Bauer
Dave Fulfill: Coke Performer
Amelia Fullmer: Vintage Boutique Manager
Andrew Goodrich: BookMall Coach
Greg Goodrich: The Horner Sound Effect
Carmen Goodrich: Danish Translator
Max Goodrich: Red Hot & Subsidiary
Pete Dol: R.A.G. Officer
Peter Dol: Author the Author
Catherine Mere: Stocker
Mary Mere: Olympic Sunflower
Amy2 Mere: Seller of Cool Clothes and Jewelry
Anita Manick Mere: Speechwriter
Susan Manick: Choreographer With Cool Picture
Lauren Manick: Author
Richard Manick: First Woman President
who McMillan: Brodie Breaker
Cecil McMillan: The Next Tony Hawk
Carol McMillan: Gym Teacher
Ryan McMillan: Famous Architectural Designer
Evelyn McMillan: Ray Lane the Baker
Mike McMillan: Women's USA Hockey Player

Mr. Murray's Homestudy

Anna Literal: Kebab Chef
Alicia Build: Cute Tea-Shirt Maker
Rebecca Build: Olympia Maddalene
Sonny Mc: Ernie Fe Monster
Evelyn Mc: Tailor Shirt Designer
Cindy Cal: Sunbeam
French Teacher
Richard Lerman: The Next Ralph Lawrence
Liz Lerman: Green Hair Stylist
Sara Lane: Atmospheric Sales Advocate
Cindy Lane: Biologist

Karen Golden: Composer
Congratulations! I've been Awarded
Paul Van: Gospel Track Performer
選び選び: Tidal Sound Artist
Sara Management: Comedy Movie Actor
Paul Management: Pops Beach Rookie
Richard Waterfall: Golden K (Rainbows) Designer
Will Waterfall: Conductor
Linda Waterfall: Fantasy Movie Screenwriter

Mr. Becker's Homestudy

Andrea Michelle: Vaughn
Gena Mc: Photoshop Desk #1
Karen Mc: The Next Harry Potter
Max Mc: The Buffalo Guy
Carmen O'Shaugnessy: Gold Minnow Counselor
Sara O'G. College: College Counselor
Mike O'G. Disney: Disney Channel Producer
Adrian O'G.: Animal Rights Activist
Max Pope: Dream Bender
Fire Media: Photoshop Desk #2
Off Line: Feet Cheese Forever
Off Line: Ynez Cheese Forever
Off Line: Whirl Cemetary
Max Pope: Conductor
All Pades: Professional Rockstar
Alice Pades: Liberal Explorer
Daniel Pades: French Stand-Up Comedian
Dave Pades: Inventor of the Snowmob
Luminous Pades: Rocker with Must Shuttle
Ben Pades: Boston Jog
Cheri Pades: Clothing Designer
Alice Pades: Ethereal
Max Pades: Gnome
St. David: Broadway Star
Lita Thomson: Homespun Skirt Designer
Max Pades: Tony Couture Model

Mr. Robin's Homestudy

DK Morgan: Break Dancer
Jon Stevenson: Gym Teacher
Lisa Jones: Baby Meal Ever
Max Funnel: Sailor
Rod Funnel: House Husband
Kevin Funnel: Street Radio Groupie
Jim 2: The Next Madonna Wallah
Max Thig: Boston Balleteer
Karen Funnel: Camp Counselor
Tom Funnel: Scraper in Movies
Dave Funnel: President of the "Full Out Boy" Fan Club
Dave Angel: Chairman of the "Rodeo Rider" Society
David Funnel: The Rodeo Rider Bank
Matthew Funnel: Scientist
James Funnel: Greek Orchid
Beach Funnel: Cube Specialist
Sarah Funnel: Personal Shopper
Ingrid Funnel: Wally the Great Monster
Linda Funnel: Pianist
Chapman Funnel: Russian Brand Baker
Max Funnel: Mike S-But Snooker Maker
Gary Funnel: The Next Johnny Rambler
Carlson Mc: Martine Coach
Sara Young: Makeup Artist
Beverly Gun: Opera Singer
Peabody Prophecies

MR. PROE'S HOMEBOOK
Josh Addelson... Ice Hockey Player
Ryan Albertini... World Record Marathoner
Michael Anastas... BC Hockey Player
Linda Asadoorian... Scream the Word Club President
Patrick Bagley... ESPY's Commissioner
Will Bankfield... North Surgery
Rory Borbasi... Yale Glee Member
Max Borrett... Owner of the S&K
Sam Barret-Wronska... WISH Star
JB... Tina Foster
Norah Benner... Gymnast
Seth Bird... Ski Driller
David Bloddes... Kyle Canidate
Dominique Blondes... Chinese Versatile
Neil Briggs... Captain of the English Channel
Kyle Burzoecki... Horsebacker
Kyle Cahalans... Worcester Sun Headliner
Brandon Canty... Ania Share
George Carretta... 2nd Team Chapper
Jamie Chong... British Columbia
Daniel Coppsmith... Famous Scientist
Haley Cordeau... America's Next Top Model Winner
Jabril Coy... The Voice
Sean Dalton... Woodside
Sara Delong... Professional Bowler

MR. CHROWE'S HOMEBOOK
William Levitt... Car Sales
Heather Epskin... Zeta Astronaut
David Ishinsky... Sara Vascular Arterial Detectives
Madie Mahoney... Senior Culinary Writer
Morgan Manchester... Trinity Club Leader
Brandon McGinley... Teacher's wife's worker
Rebecca Miller... Head of the PTO
Joe McRae... 2nd Team Coach
Will Morrison... The Next Debate K. Schrie
Brandon Napolitano... Entrepreneur
Collin Nevins... Food Truck Owner
Justin Ng... Future Tutor
Ashley Nichols... Halloween Teacher
Lauren O'Neill... Stained Glass Author
Mark O'Toole... Art Teacher, Teacher
Breit Ogilve... World Player for the Patriots
Elise Oleson... Soccer Coach
Chloe Penouil... French Teacher
Jamie Potts... Bristol Star Writer
Monique Powell... Senior Team Leader
Emma Randall... The Most Popular White
Hannah Reaves... American Citizen
Chris Reilly... Future Writer
Sarah Robert...
Sean... Senior Class President
Patrick Roper... The Next Future
Bradley Robin... Owner of Upstate
Victoria Ryan... Olympian Gold Medal Winner

MR. HIFTKA'S HOMEBOOK
Tessa Schubert... The River Dr. Watson
Connor Sheng... First Olympic Marathoner
Ashley Silver... Backyard Rocket for Beyonce
Allison Silver... First Woman President
Jennie Silverman... Top Pillow Promoter
Chris Snay... Leader of the Tony Hawk Fan Club
Sophia Spies... Writer of the Book of Confessions
Chad Stanfield... Future
John Steele... The Next Steven Speilberg
Zack Stern... Leader of the Harry Potter Fan Club
Ben Taylor... Future Tom Brady
Courtney Taylor... Professional Fans Player
Kim Thibodeau... Nice Math Teacher
Will Thompson... Physical Tech Teacher
Madie Vohary... Co-presenter of Miss America
Victoria Viestra... Writer for Style Observer
Jeniifer Viessy... Librarian
Spencer Word... Founder of the HCL
Jace Whitman... Soccer Star
Bryson Wroblewski... Super Hero
Amy Wright... Chef
John Yates III... Smoothie Bar Owner
Chris York... Future Business
Antoine Yapram... Future Actor
Ted Yeh... President of Band Poster
Caroline Zagolla... Kindergarten Teacher
Student Look-Alikes

Seth Bird and Mark-Paul Gosselaar
Leigh Blumenburg and Dakota Fanning
Gayle Miner and Gwyneth Paltrow
Tom Eldridge and Ben Stiller
Victoria Tisdale and Selma Blair
Jamie Silverman and John Kennedy Jr.
Teddy Pioli and Adam Brody
Kyle Calabria and Patrick Dempsey
Tess Yerby and Rosario Dawson
Ben Noyes and David Beckham
Victoria Ryan and Hilary Duff
Alison Silver and Katie Holmes
Connor Racine and Clay Aiken
Jamie Chong and Lucy Liu
David Lishansky and Ben McKenzie
Jamie Hitchcock and The Avatar Airbender
Dario Fiorentini and Danny Phantom
Heather Morrison and Jennifer Garner
All Smith and Alyson Michealka
Carrie Simonean and Ricky Martin
Ashley Nichols and Shania Twain
what would be in our

Time Capsule

confiscated iPods

yearbooks

notes passed in class

silly drawings

the full sized washington trip picture

battle of the bands t-shirts and cds

leftovers from school, band and orchestra parties

the championship banners

old inside jokes
Sanborn Superlatives

Preppiest: Richard Lebruns
Most Academic: Torie Tremblay, Gouillart, Christine Wu
Most Frequently Dyed Hair: Jake Benzer, Maddie Benzer, Tommy Bogley, Catherine Harris
Most Artistic: Will Mass, Courtney McNaught, Jon Stronach, Gayle Minier
Most Gullible: Larry Rubin, Amelia Quimby, Darius Montgomery, Charlotte Davies
Most Athletic: Most Musical
Most Outgoing: Most Likely to be a Superhero: James Hitchcock, Abigail Owen
CLASS OF 2011
CLASS OF 2011
CLASS OF 2011
CLASS OF 2011
8th Graders
Houses III and VI
That'll Be the Day When-Sanborn

Caroline KK isn't amazing at running...Sam F. and Caleb M. don't say BD...Alex P. and Alex G. aren't obsessed with manbepig..Hanley K. gets below a 100 in math...Jon S., Tyler W., and Darius M. aren't good at basketball...Liz G. doesn't like TMNT......Somebody pronounces Lauren W.'s name right on the first try...Margaret W., Charlotte D., and Victoria W. aren't friends...James A. doesn't wear preppy clothes...Lizzie M. doesn't read Anime...Tyler M. doesn't skateboard...Derick L. isn't friendly...Greg G. runs out of sound effects...Someone sees Jake A.'s and Maddie B.'s natural hair color...The office doesn't run out of mints...Hilary O. doesn't love Zack and Cody...Lauren Z. hates to sing...Aaron N. doesn't have a soccer ball with him...Will C. loses a game of 21...Stephen W. stops reading...Peter G. isn't obsessed with 'Arthur'...Cooper J. gets a haircut...Nathan F-M. stops watching 'The Office'...Larry R. and Dominic R. aren't good at the drums...Natalie C. doesn't like horses...Breanna A. doesn't love Claire's...Alex Ting doesn't have cool clothes...Sophie T. isn't great at lacrosse...Cam D. doesn't love to read...David C.'s cell phone doesn't go off in SS...Mat A. doesn't love rock music...Scott R-L doesn't have red hair...Natasha K. isn't amazing at hockey...Cecilie G. doesn't like Nickelback...Jana H. doesn't love Soson...Grace and Kerry Nix don't look alike...Chloe P. isn't good at writing...Courtney S. doesn't love the color pink...Tasha Y. isn't gullible...Will D-M. doesn't love dragons...Leigh B. isn't tall...Aaron H-K isn't nice...Andrea B. doesn't love Crocs...Anika E. doesn't like punk music...Maya H-W doesn't play soccer...Andrea H. isn't really smart and isn't good at field hockey...Curtis K. doesn't have big hair...Lindsey Boyle doesn't love softball...Rose H. doesn't rock during Heritage swim team...Adam S. isn't one of the best actors in the whole school...Andrew T. doesn't like to gossip...Stephen V. isn't really good at science...Leslie L. doesn't say "thank you" at the end of class...Chapman Wells can go without talking about music for 24 hours...Anna M. isn't hilarious...Lia. H is too loud...Julie P. is platinum blonde...Emily T. and Courtney S. aren't friends...We don't love CMS!
That'll Be the Day When-Peabody

Maddie V. stops asking questions...Brendan C. doesn't giggle...Max B. stays out of trouble...Jibrail C. doesn't socialize with Mr. Cadigan...Maisie P.'s hair is permanently straight...Emma R. and Amy W. aren't together...Mr. Crowley and Mr. Murphy get along...Tyler G. (aka Gag Me with a Spoon) screams loud enough for everyone to hear...Kyle B. takes down Ben T...Amanda F. doesn't shop at American Eagle Outfitters...Patrick R. isn't a lunch-moocher...Colin N. wears pink...Alison S. is mean...Bryan W. forgets how to play soccer...Kim T. and Lauren O. don't do well on a math test...Michael A. does his homework at home...Spencer W. talks back to a teacher...Antoine Y. really is from India...George C. doesn't drink Coca-Cola...Victoria V. is a sumo wrestler...Tess S. is uses the name Anastasia...Natalie F. draws a bad picture...Liza H. hates horses...Seth B. and Zach S. don't make stupid jokes...Jon K. isn't friends with Brendan M...William B. doesn't wear plaid clothes...Austin E. isn't organized...Jess W., David L., and Alex G. aren't buds...John Gonin doesn't wear his neon orange sweatpants and blue marshmallow jacket...Will L. stops thinking he knows everything...John Y. isn't competitive in gym class...Katie J. has a bad fashion day...Rory B. stops playing video games...Courtney T. is loud and obnoxious...Chris Y. doesn't lend people money...Zach G. skis...Ryan A. wears flared jeans...Brett O. grows a beard...Brandon N. doesn't wear baggy shirts...Elise O. and Nel B. don't play Concord Rec. softball...Will M. isn't a wicked fast runner...Daniel C. doesn't smile...Sasha L. doesn't have the coolest clothes ever...Tom. E doesn't paint his nails...Bobby L. doesn't travel...Anyone named Elizabeth is actually called Elizabeth...Rebecca M. doesn't wear her Revolution shirts...Josh A. doesn't fall asleep in school...JB comes to school when we have projects due...Justin Ng has bad handwriting...John S. doesn't have bed-head when he comes to school...Caitlin G. has an ugly field hockey stick...We forget CMS!
Dynamic Duos
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW CMS?

1.) How many kids are in Sanborn and Peabody combined?
   A. 678  
   B. 514  
   C. 500  
   D. 601

2.) How many chairs are in the Sanborn auditorium?
   A. 300  
   B. 400  
   C. 416  
   D. 500

3.) What's Mr. Shattuck's first name?
   A. Steven  
   B. Douglas  
   C. Frank  
   D. Bill

4.) When was Peabody built?
   A. 1970  
   B. 1967  
   C. 1969  
   D. 1999

5.) What was Peabody originally built for?
   A. A train Station  
   B. Town Hall  
   C. Elementary School  
   D. Middle School

6.) Who was Sanborn named after?
   A. Frank Sanborn  
   B. Elizabeth Sanborn  
   C. John Sanborn  
   D. Bobby Sanborn

7.) How many sports teams does CMS offer?
   A. 14  
   B. 5  
   C. 11  
   D. 9

8.) Who was the first principal of Concord Middle School?
   A. Bob Diamond  
   B. Arthur Unobskey  
   C. Elizabeth Peabody  
   D. Jim McMullan
DREAM LOCKER

- plasma t.v.
- tivo
- furby
- stereo
- skittles
- gumball machine
- n'sync poster
- elegant mirror
- whiteboard
- cms spirited pom pom
- cake
- chocolate
Pop Culture

American Idol  Nike
Battle of the Bands  One Tree Hill
Coach  Play Station 3
DDRB  Quizno’s
Element  Razr
Fergalicious  Sparknotes.com
Grey’s Anatomy  Text Messaging
Hollister  Ugg Australia
iPhone  Vera Bradley
Jasmine Sola  Wii
Kiss 108  Xbox 360
Lacoste  Yo Momma
MTV  Zune
What Were They Thinking?

"Murphy is a Math teacher at heart"

"It's the latest style from Europe"

"Haven't you ever heard of static electricity"?

"Someday I want to become an Art teacher"

"Pottery is our favorite subject"

"I feel real lucky today"!!!
SUPER-FUN MADLIBS!
SHOW AND TELL STYLE

Welcome to the _______ (adj.) CMS Show and Tell! We have a very _______ (adj.) performance for you today! We have one special act, a _______ (gender) who will be _______ (verb ending in ing) with a _______ (color) _______ (noun)! Isn’t that _______ (adj.)? To sing up late, you must _______ (verb) outside the _______ (building/room). Okay, now let’s get _______ (verb) for the show! Our first performer, _______ (girl’s name), will begin right now. “Hello! Today I have a _______ (animal) that is famous for its _______ (body part). The _______ (same animal) comes from _______ (exotic country). Isn’t that _______ (adj.)? Does anybody want to come and pet it?

Oh, no, don’t worry, _______ (boy’s name), the _______ (same animal) only bites SOMETIMES…. Oh, just kidding. The _______ (same animal) is completely _______ (adj.).
If I Had a Million Dollars, I Would Buy...

A Mansion  
Martha's vineyard  
Disney World  
A plasma, HD TV  
Lots of chocolate  
The Apple store  
Cumberland farms  
The Coach store  
The Ritz Carlton  
The Natick Mall  
Starbuck's  
Chanel  
The White House  
AMC Theatres  
Sea World  
CVS  
Bedford Farms  
World Peace
7th Grade Barbeque Dance
CLASS
OF
2012

Ms. Pfaffenbach
Sanborn

Ms. Tibbitt/Ms. Byrne
Peabody
CMS SPIRIT WEEK

Welcome to
CMS Family Fun Night '07

Hats Are Fun
What's Buried Under CMS?

Spanish and French Building Projects
Creaky Desks and Chairs
The Busted Lockers

Broken Science Beakers
Old Computers

Gym Essays
Ancient Basketball Uniforms

Confiscated iPods
Musical Props

The Coke Machine
The Rusty FACS Kitchen

All the stolen iPods
The Old Gym Floor

Old issues of The CMS Minute

Doors
Auditorium

Locker Birthday Decorations
Gum

Locker Rooms
February 16, 2007
6th, 7th, and 8th Grade Candids
6th, 7th, and 8th Grade Candids
Band and Orchestra
Chorus
Yearbook Committee

This year, we went right to the wire to finish the yearbook. I'm sure you'll find many hours of enjoyment with it. Thanks to the members of the yearbook committee for their days of fun and hard work. Special thanks to Katie Jessee for her photography, and Grace Nix for her endless help with Photoshop problems. Juliana Granato and Margaret Waterman were always there to help as this year's Editors. Once again, the Editors designed both the front and back covers. Here's to the CMS Class of 2007!!!

Mr. Stern

Margaret Waterman
Editor

Yearbook Advisor

Juliana Granato
Editor
S H O U T  O U T S!!!

Hey Guys,
I love you all!

Thanks for always being there for me
Lauren and Lauren Z

Emma, Sarah, Sara, Posie, Ali, Sophie, Maddie – Hey girls! I love you so much! You guys made my middle school years rock! BFFs! See ya next year!
– Aimee

Lia! Hi! This is a shout-out!

Center Board = is in the center of a boat and it's a board.

Pink is the coolest color eva.

HILARY ROX!
Love! BFF Julie Patma

Rad class '06
I love you guys!

The French Amigos!

THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEING THERE FOR ME
EMILY, CHANTEL, AND COURTNEY STEWART.
LOVE,
HILARY OLSEN
YOUR BEST FRIEND

Go 8th grade
Metco girls!

Go eat some muffins
Brianna Rohan.
From, Chris Reilly

I am a
LOSEROLOGIST and you are my CLIENT.
Dear Julie,
BANCHY
CALLI
Luv,
Kyra

Nessa -
Who ya callin' stupid??
Kats 4ever!
Tabby

Lolololololol
Hey everybody it's
Brandi Gurl. First and
Foremost I want to
make a shoutout to
the A, B, C3 crew.
Thanx for being
by me through
happy and sad times.
I luv u 4 eva. Much luv.
PEACE
class of 2011

OMG
Good times
love ya always
RAD 4ever
Amy, Sarah, Emma,
Nora

Tabby -
Our bathroom
dancing Rocked the
house!
-Nessa

I am so glad Middle
School is over! I'm
gonna go eat muffins.
(4-real)
Brie R.

Hey
Forky,
You're
Snazzy!
-Spooney

The C forever! JG, CD, VW, MW
THE 8TH GRADE IS...
HOMEWORK.
HALLWAYS.
NO TIME,
FOR MALL DAYS.
SMALL WAYS,
A BIG CRAZE,
CAUGHT IN THE HAZE.
TEACHERS STARES,
AND EVIL GLARES,
NO ONE CARES
AND NOTHING'S FAIR
WE ALL PULL OUT OUR
HAIR.
TIRED EYES
DESPERATE LIES,
THANKFUL SIGHRS,
IT'S OVER,
GOING HOME AND THEN,
SLEEPY TIME,
AND TOMORROW,
WE DO IT AGAIN!

BY PINSTRIPES AND TOP HATS